She Dances Them Herself!!

Come to Dancing School in THE SUNDAY TRIBUNE and Sit at the Twinkling Feet of

Elsie Janis, Terpsichorean Mistress
The New Ball Room Steps—Graceful and Decent

The Tango. Hesitation Waltz.
The One Step. The Massiche.
(These are the four basic dances now in vogue. Each has probably a dozen variants.)

Every Movement Illustrated by Wonderful Photographs

Miss Janis will tell how she invents the dances which are so modest, so graceful, and, withal, so simple.

She will tell you how to learn them.

She will give these lessons, detail by detail.

Starting in next Sunday's Triblune, she will begin at the beginning and take her pupils—YOU and YOUR PARTNER—lesson by lesson—throughout the course.

It will be made easy for everybody to learn the NEW but NOT VULGAR dances.

These Fascinating New Dances as Danced by Miss Janis Have Won the Approval of Matron and Maid

Miss Janis Gives YOU These Lessons FREE
One of Her Articles Will Appear Every Week in The SUNDAY TRIBUNE

She Writes Them Herself!!